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the results cliuiwn in Figure 7.its are those expected Direct addressing

1000 2000

Nurnher iii Digraptis

Processed

tinear rehashing

Double hashing

binary search tree hnkeci

Coalesced chuuning

External chaining

Direct addressing

ieih inc pit iitc per chgrapiu gives the best perh iImatice External ci ta in np

antI ci cilesceci chat ung giec ossentialls die same peric irnianee Isiutg hi tart

seweh tree gives better perh irmanee than either near ir di iuhle hashing

despite requiring mitre probes during search This is because searching

sash iahle reqi te.s nh ire overhead evaluating the hash fLuict ion and the array

niapping luncti tn lIthe data strucictre were bigger the difference in number

ol intl ie.s required wi iu Id he larger antI lie hash techniques won ci pr ivide

letter peric irntance than mid binary search tree

Ni tic that initially linear probing is laster than double hasbi ng Tli is is

because clusters have little effect in performance whereas cc Elisions require

wi extra iniputat in tile stel size it cli tuble hashing As the bash table tills

anti clusters form ilic perfornianee uI linear probing deteriorates

i\ti ttber consideration for bashing is worst-case performance Table T.2

shows the niaxiniuni number of probes required to find digraph as function

cii the number iii digraphs pts mcessed

Cbsene that br coalesced and external chaining the maximum number

iii pn il es is in IC different fri mi the average ir linear rehashing antI lit

lesser cxtent tuble bash ipg the niaxintu ni umber of po ibes bets lilies quite

large as lit- table tills In die stc ttst ease es-tn elenien bashes ti lit same

hi nut ttlcluess with lie petfi tt-nimce can he disastrous general cliseussicin

iii tIlt instease pci1 irntattee of hash tiles which compat-es linear searching

u_mcI tni ha.slung and extet-nal eliauiuug is given in h_arson It 9H2
Figure 7.48
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TABLE 72 ti itiupirl ii II .shing teelsusuctues including usc maxintuni tiuniber 01 ptobes or sueeesstut search

tilt iibte si/c 500 and the cc liar size Fr coalesced chaining is

Linear search Double hashing Coalesced ehaining External ebatithig

Digrapiss Disttnct load Avg Max Avg Max Avg Max Avg Max

processed d3graph factor probes probes probes probes probes probes prohies probes

SilO is i.c .15 iii IS

ilisi 225 u5 4.-ti 72 or i_ta .5
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762 Frequenq Analysis Summary

Itt cis now review and ccmmpare all the approaches we have used fcir ocur

lrccl uencs atialvsis
pti

ibletn \\e iave used three data strLictutes lists hi nat-v

trees anti sets hit analysis with lists involved tscci representationsarras and

lii ukechancl ici different rders-elircinologieal sot-tech frequents ordered

anti sclic irgatiizimlg The analysis wiihi hitian nc-es used inked representation

of both hinan starch trees antI \\1 trees The analysis using sets was list
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on an array representation of hash table and considered four collision-

resolution policies Ii neat rehashing di cubic hashing coalesced chaining and

cxternal chaining

Figure 7.49 shows the expected search lengths for bee representative data

structuressequential search if i_st in chn mob igieal irde hi nat-v search if

sorted list binan search ti-ce hashing witlt linetr rehashing and lia.sltittg

with coalesced chaining seniiha ph it is used because cml he range of searel

lengths

Figure 7.50 compares the performance of the data structures considered

in Figure 7A9 semikig plot is used so that clifferenecs can he tlearlv seen

comparative analysis of data structures includes petfortmtnce both

average and worst case memory requirements algorithm coniplexits and

particular strengths and weaknesses Figures 7.49 and 7.50 show the results of

entpirieal studies of performance Memon requiretnents are discussed in the

chapters in which we introclLleedl the data structures All of the data structures

in this text are relatively simple We can howe er sc-c mnct in tpact iii cc miii

plexitv by comparing Figures 7.49 and 7.50 Sequential scarclt of list requires

mane mote probes than does binary search of sorted list lowever because

one probe during binan search is more complex than one prohc- during

sequential search the number of elements must he large before hitiare search

pms off The meaning of large varies with the
processor

and sottware Lcscd

and for our example it appeat-s that large means 150 or more elements

An example of data structure weakness is the order ot hashed data Since

thc- clenients are su ired in random circler it wttttlcl he cliff icctlt tic id tl

elements whose key talLies are in given intenal lt would bc case to do this

Ii ct data in sorted list and that is an advantage of that data structure As we

suggest here selection of data structure involves matching applivatu

requirements
with clam structure strengths We have seen in the easet ifa simple

pn
ibleni frequenii analysis of digraplis that thetc- tic- mane trade-c ills to cc insider
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Figure 749
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7.7 Summary

In ibis chapter we have studied data structures whose structure is setlike The

nOv relationship of interest among the eletnents is that thee are members of

tlte set We have distinguished between two kinds of setsthose whose dc

titetits are atomic and those whose elements are struc-tttrecl

We have seen that particularly iniportant iniplementatit itt techtiiqoc ft ir

scts of structured elements is hashing We studied several hashing futietions

and several collisionresolution or rehash big strategies The rehashing strat

egies upon which we concentrated were linear rehashing and double hashing

high open address methods and external and coalesced chaining Per

irniance analyses and comparisons were mache in Sections 7.5 and 7.fc Thee

ekarlv showed that bashing is an excellent method in terms of the exeeuticm

times of its algorithms

One cluestion that we have not yet addressed isacomparison of the

Figure 7.50
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complexity of hashing algorithms with those of lists and trees We have given

no complete package for the hashed implementation of sets hut rather we

have presented several of the key algorithms In previous chapters we closed

by giving tables containing at least crude measures of the complexity of the

various packages presented in the chapter As substitute here Table .3 com

pares the complexity of single operationfindkfor various data struc

tures and their implementations We see that in terms of the simple measure

we are using complexity of the hashed open address implementations of

findkci are comparable with those of the other data structures

TABLE 7.3 Complexity of findkey for various data structures

Lines of code

Data type Representation forfindey

List Array

List Linked 14

Sorted list Array binary search 17

Binary search tree Linked 12

set ttashed linear rehash 13

Set Hashed double hashing 15

8.1 If

Much ni

hook ca
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disk or

computc
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It Store

can the

openitit

quest hit

Sei

one Th
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one has

sented

matchin
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336 cbapter Sets

8.1

8.2

The applied problems section at the end of the book suggests additional

applications of the data structures discussed in this chapter Problems related

to this chapters topics are and 10
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larly each probe for insertion retrieval or deletion of

record is an occasion to search the entire chain of re

cords found for expired records and then removing

them and closuig the chain This garbage collection

automatically removes expired record containinatóiiin
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Laminating the storage space Because no long term

contamination can build up in the present system it is

useful for large data bases which arc heavily used and

which require the fast access proviC by ashing
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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR
INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL

UtILIZING HASHING TECHNIQUES

This application is continuation of application Ser

No 07/15 1639 filed Feb 1988 now abandoned

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention relates to information storage and

retrieval systems and more particularly to the use of

bashing techniques in such systems

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Information or data stored in computer-controlled

storage mechanism can be retrieved by searching for

particular key in thc stored records The stored record

with key matching the search key is then retrieved

Such searching techniques require repeated accesses or

probes into the storage mechanism to perform key coat

pansons In large storage and retrieval systems such

searching even if augmented by efficient search algo

rithms such as binary search often requires an exces

Live amount of time

Another well-known and much faster method for

storing and retrieving information from computer store

involves the use of so-called hashing techniques

These techniques are also sometimes Sled scatter-stor

age or key-transformation techniques in system using

hashing the key is operated upon by hashing func- 30

tion to produce storage address in the storage space

called the hash table This storage address is then used

to access the desired storage location directly with

fewer storage accesses or probes than sequential or

binary searches Bashing techniques are described in

the classic text by Knuth entitled The Art of Com

puter Programming Volume Sorting and Searching

pp 506549 Addison-Wesley Reading Mass 1973

Bashing functions are designed to translate the uni

verse of keys into addresses uniformly distributed

throughout the hash table- Typical hashing operations

include truncation folding transposition and modulo

arithmetic disadvantage of hashing techniques is that

more than one key can translate into the same storage

address causing collisions in storage or retrieval

operations Some form of collision-resolution strategy

sometimes called rehashing must therefore be pro
vided For-example the simple strategy of searching

forward from the initial storage address to the first

empty storage location will resolve the collision This 50

latter technique ia catled linear probing If the hash table

is considered to be circular so that addresses beyond the

end of the table map hack to the beginning of the table

then the linear probing is done with open addressing

i.e. with the entire hash table as overflow space in the

event that collision occurs

Some forms of data records have limited lifetime

after which they become obsolete Scheduling activi

ties for example involves records which become obso

lete after the scheduled activity has occurred Such

record storage locations cannot be simply emptied since

this location may be link in chain of locations previ

ously created during collision-resolution procedure

The classic solution to this problem is to mark the re

cord as deleted rather than as empty and to leave

the record in place ln time however the storage space

can become contaminated by an excessive number of

deleted or obsolete storage locations that must be

searched to locate desired records With the passage of

time such storage contamination can reduce the perfor

mance of retrieval operations below acceptable levels

Problems of this type are discussed in considerable

detail in Data Structures and Program Design by

Kruse Prentice-Hall Englewood Cliffs N.J 1984 pp
112126 and Data Structures with Abstract Data Types

and PASCAL by Stubbs and Webre

Brooks/Cole Publishing Monterey Calif 1985 pp

10 310336

In the prior an such storage space contamination

was avoided by deletion procedures that eliminated

deleted records by replacing the deleted record with

another record in the collision-resolution chain of re

IS cords and thus close the chain without leaving any

deleted records One such procedure is shown in the

aforementioned text by Knuth at page 527 Unfortu

nately such non-contaminating procedures due to the

necessity for successive probes into the storage space

20 take so much time that they can be used only when the

data base is off line and hence not available for access

ing

The problem then is to provide the speed of access

of hashing techniques for large and heavily used infor

25 marion storage systems having expiring data and at the

same time prevent the large-scale contamination which

normally results from expired records in such large and

heavily used systems

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTiON

In accordance with the illustrative embodiment of the

invention these and other problems are overcome by

using garbage collection procedure on the fly while

other types of access to the storage space are taking

35 place In particular during normal data insertion or

retrieval probes into the data store the expired obsolete

records are identified and removed in the neighborhood

of the probe Specifically expired or obsolete records in

the collision-resolution chain including the record to be

40 accessed are removed as pan of the normal retrieval

procedure

This incremental garbage collection technique has

the decided advantage of automatically eliminating

contamination caused by obsolete or expired records

45 without requiring that the data base be taken off-line for

such garbage collection This is particularly important

for data bases requiring rapid access and continuous

availability to the user population

BRIEF DESCRiPTION OF THE DRAWING

compkte understanding of the present invention

may be gained by considering the following detailed

description in conjunction with the accompanying

drawing in which

55 FIG shows general block diagram of computer

system hardware arrangement in which the information

storage and retrieval system of the present invention

might be implemented

FIG shows general bock diagram of computer

60 system software arrangement in which the information

storage and retrieval system of the present invention

might find use

FIG shows general flow chart for table searching

operation which might be used in hashed storage

65 system in accordance with the present invention

FIG shows general flow chart for garbage

collecting remove procedure which forms part of the

table searching operation of FIG

5121495
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FIG shows general flow chart for record inser

tion operations which might be used in hashed storage

system in accordance with the present invention

FIG shows general flow chart for record re

tricval operation for use in hashed storage system in

accordance with the present invention and

FIG- shows general flow chart for record dele

tion operation which might be used in the hashed stor

agc system in accordance with the present invention

To facilitate reader understanding identical refer

ence numerals are used to designate elements common

to the figures

DETAILED DESCRWFION

5121495

number of utility programs 22 of general use to the

computer user Utilities 22 might for example comprise
assemblers and compilers mathematical routines basic

file handling routines and system maintenance facilities

Many computer software systems also include data

base manager program 23 which controls access to the

dais records in data base 24 Data base 24 may for

example reside on disk storage unit or units such as

disk storage unit 13 of FIG User application pro
It grams auch as application program 25 then use the data

base manager program 23 to access data base records in

data base 24 for adding deleting and snoditying data

records It is the efficient realization of data base man

ager such as data base manager program 23 in FIG to

which the present invention is directed

Before proceeding to description of one embodi

ment of the present invention it is first useful to discuss

hashing techniques in general Hashing techniques bave

been used classically for very fast access to static short

term data such as compiler symbol table Typically in

such storage tables deletions are infrequent and the

need for the storage table disappears quickly

In some common types of data storage systems data

records become obsolete merely by the passage ol time

or by the occurrence of some event If such expired

lapsed or obsolete records are not removed from the

storage table they will in time seriously degrade or

contaminate the performance of the retrieval system

Contamination arises because of the ever-increasing

need to search longer and longer chains of record loca

tions many of which are expired to reach desired

location

More particularly hash table can be described as

logically contiguous circular list of consecutively num
bered fixed-sized storage units called cells each capa
ble of storing single item called record Each record

contains distinguishing field cafled the key which is

used as the basis for storing and retrieving the associ

ated record The keys throughout the hash table data

base are distinct and unique for each recd Hashing

functions which associate keys with storage addresses

are usually not one-to-one in that they map many dis

tinct keys into the same location

To store new record cell number is generated by

invoking the hashing function or the key for the new

record If this cell location is not occupied the new
record is stored there If this cell location is occupied

collision has occurred and the new record must be

stored elsewhere in an overflow area using an appro

priate collision-resolution technique common colli

sion-resolution strategy which will be described here is

known as linear probing under open addressing Open

addressing means that the overflow area is the entire

bash table itself Linear probing indicates sequential

scanning of cells beginning with the next cell recalling

that the storage table is viewed circularly The collision

is resolved by storing the record in the first unoccupied
cell found

To retrieve record the key is hashed to generate
cell location If the record is not there the keys do not

match searching continues following the same for

ward path as record storage An
empty ccli terminates

the retrieval procedure which has then failed to fmd

the record to be retrieved

In FIG there is shown flowchart ofssearch table

procedure for searching the hash table prepsratory to

inserting retrieving or deleting record The hash table

may for example comprise the data base 24 of FIG

Referring more particularly to FIG of the draw- IS

ings there is shown general block diagram of con
puter hardware system comprising Central Processing

Unit CPU 10 and Random Access Memory RAM
unit II Computer programs stored in the RAM II are

accessed by CPU 10 and executed one instruction at 20

time by CPU 10 Data stored in other portions of

RAM 11 are operated upon by the program instruc

tions accessed by CPU 10 from RAM 11 all in accor

dance with well-known data processing techniques

Central Processing Unit CPU 10 also controls and 25

accesses disk controller unit 12 which in turn ac
cesses digital data stored on one or more disk storage

units such as disk storage unit 13 In normal operation

programs and data are stored on disk storage unit 13

until required by CPU 10 At this time such programs 30

and data are retrieved from disk storage unit 13 in

blocks and stored in RAM 11 for rapid access

Central Processing Unit CPU 10 also controls an

Input-Output 10 controller 14 which in turn pro
vides access to plurality of input devices such as CRT 35

cathode ray tube terminal 15 as well as plurality of

output devices such as printer 16 Terminal 15 provides

mechanism for computer operator to introduce in

structions and commands into the computer system of

FIG and may be supplemented with other iiput 40

devices such as card and tape readers remotely located

terminals optical readers and other types of input de
vices Similarly printer 16 provides mechanism for

displaying the results of the operation of the computer

system of FIG for the computer user Printer 16 may 45

similarly be supplemented by line printers cathode ray

tube displays phototypesetters graphical plotters and

other types of output devices

-The constituents of the computer system of FIG
and their cooperative operation are well-known in the 50

art and are typical of all computer systems from small

personal computers to large main frame systems The

architecture and operation of such systems are well-

known and since they form no part of the present in

vention will not be further described here 55

In FIG there is shown graphical representation of

typical software architecture for computer system

auch as that shown in FIG The software of FIG
comprises an access mechanism 20 which for simple

personal computers may comprise no more than turn- 60

ing the system on In larger systems providing service

to larger number of users login and password proce
dures would typically be implemented in access mecha

nisru 20 Once access mechanism 20 has completed the

login procedure the user is placed in the operating 65

system environment 21 Operating system 21 coordi

nates the activities of all of the hardware components of

the computer system shown in FIG and provides

BTEX00003I
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and the search table procedure of FIG comprise record to be removed in foard direction searching

portion of the data base manager 2.3 of FIG Starting record whose key hashes at or behind the cell to be

in box 30 of the search table procedure of FIG- the removed When such record is found it is copied to

search key of the record being searched for is hashed in the cell of the record to be removed The copied record

box 31 to provide the address of cell ln box 32 the is then taken as the record to be removed and the pro-

empty cell just past the end of the search chain of non- cess is continued until the end of the search chain is

empty cells is located i.e the first succeeding unoccu- reached In box 54 the final copied record is marked

pied cell is found In box 33 the procedure moves one
empty prior to teminating the procedure The remove

cell backward from the current cell position now at the procedure of FIG might comprise ponion of the

end of the chain- Decision box 34 examines the cell to data base manager program 23 of FIG
determine whether the cell is empty or not If the cell

Starting at starting box 50 of FIG the procedure is

tested in decision box 34 is empty decision box 35 is entered with the location of cell to be removed which

entered to determine if key match was previously is called the base cell Initially box 51 is entered wbere

found in decision box 41 as will be described below If
the load count in the table is adjusted to reflect the

so the search is successful and returns success in box 36 15 removal of one record The load of course is the num
and terminates in terminal box 39 If not box 31 is en- her of occupied cells As previously noted the value of

tered where the location of the empty cell is saved for
this load can be used to disable the insertion of new

possible record insertion In box 3.8 failure is returned
records until the load has reached low enough value

since an empty cell was found before cell with
to permit efficient searching In box 52 the procedure

matching key The procedure again terminates in box 20
of FIG advances to the next cell in the chain beyond

the base cell In decision box 53 this cell is tested to see

If the cell tested in decision box 3-4 is not empty
if it is empty. If it is empty the end of the chain hasbeen

decision box 40 is entered to determine if the record in
reached and box 54 is entered to mark the base cell as

that cell has expired This is determined by comparing

some portion of the contents of the record to some 25
empty Decision box 55 is then entered to determine if

external condition timest.amp in the record for cx-

record was found by the search table procedure which

ample could be compared with the time-Of-day Alter-
matched the search key and if so the procedure is

natively the occurrence of an event can be compared
terminatçd in terminal box 56 If matching record was

with field identifying that event in the record In any
not found decision box 57 is entered to determine if the

event if the record has not expired decision box 41 is 30
base cell is ahead of the hash location of the search key

If not the procedure is terminated in box 56 If the base
entered to determine if the key in this record matches

the search key If it does the cell location is saved in
cell does hash ahead of the search record then the base

box 42 and the procedure returns to box 33 If the rŁ-
cell can be used for storing new record In box 58 the

cord key does not match the search key the procedure
location of this empty cell is therefore saved as possi

returns directly to box 33
ble insertion site

If decision box 40 determines that the record has Returning to box 53 if the next cell is not empty box

expired box 43 is entered to perform non-contaminat-
59 is entered to determine if thi record in this cell

ing deletion of the expired record as will be described
hashes ahead of the base cell If sc box 52 is re-entered

in connection with FIG in general the procedure of to advance to the next cell in.the.chain If this iext cell

box 43 FIG operates to move record further
hashes at or behind the base cell however box is

toward the end of the chain into the position of the
entered to copy the contents of this next cell to the base

record which has expired thereby removing the cx-
cell thereby obliterating removing the ba.se cell con

pired record and at the same time closing the search
tents Box 61 is then entered to test if the search table

chain-
procedure found matching record If no box 52 is

It can be seen that the search table procedure of FIG 45
re-entered to advance to the next cell if matching

3operates to_examine thee chain of records of record was found decision box 62 is er-tered to test if

which the sarched-fbr record is
the matching record is the base ceC record If not box

21Eàd sthain-fillin rather than hyiiikiEg 52 is re-entered to advance to the next cell If the match-

such records as deleted In this way contamination of ing record is the base cell however b.n 6.3 is entered

the storage space by expired records is removed in the so store the location of the former base cell as the position

vicinity of each new table search If contamination of the matching record and then box 52 is re-entered to

becomes too large even with such automatic garbage
advance to the next cell in the search chain

collection then the insertion of new records can be It can be seen that the procecture of FIG operates

inhibited until the search table procedure has had to examine the entire search chain and to move records

chance to remove sufficient number of expired re- ss from later positions in the chain to vacated positions in

cords to render the operation of the system suTlicienfly
the chain such that the chain is entirely closed at the end

efficient
of the procedure That is no empty cells are left to

The search sable procedure illustrated generally in erroneously break up search chain As noted in con-

FIG is implemented in the Appendix as PASCAL- nection with FIG expired records are subjected to

like pseudocode Source code suitable for compilation 60 the remove procedure of FIG As will he noted in

and execution on any standard hardware and software connection with FIG records to be deleted from the

computing system can readily be devised from this data base are also subjected to the remove procedure of

pseudocode and the flowcharts of the figures by any FIG-

person of ordinary skill in the art The remove procedure illustrated generally in FIG

In FIG there is shown flowchart of remove 65 is implemented in the Appendix as PASCAL-like

procedure which removes records from the database pseudocode Source code suitable for compilation and

either records to be deleted or expired records In gen- execution on any standard hardware and software com

eral this is accomplished by traversing the chain of the puting system can readily be devised from this pseudo-
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code and the flowchart of FIG by any person of

ordinary skill in the art

In FIG there is shown detailed flowchart of an

insert procedure suitable for use in the information stor

age and retrieval system of the present invention The

insert procedure of FIG begins as starting box 70

from which box 71 is entered In box 71 the search table

procedure of FIG is invoked with the search key of

the record to be inserted As noted in connection with

FIG the search table procedure locates the target cell

location and if part of search chain removes all ex

pired cells from that search chain Decision box 72 is

then entered where it is determined whether or not the

search table procedure found record with matching

key If so box 73 is entered where the record to be

inserted in put into the storage table in the position of

the old rccord with matching key In box 74 the insert

procedure reports that the old record has been replaced

by the new record and the procedure is terminated in

terminal box 75

Returning to decision box 72 ifs matching record is

not found decision box 76 is entered to determine if the

table load is below preselected threshold typically

about 75% of the table capacity If the load is not

below the threshold the storagctble is too full to be

access efficiently and box 171s entered to report that

ththe9iie is lull and the record cannot be inserted

the procedure then terminates in terminal box 75 if the

load is below the threshold box 78 is entered where the

record to be inserted is placed in the empty cell position 30

found by the search table procedure In box 79 the load

is adjusted to reflect the addition of one record to the

storage table the procedure reports that the record was

inserted in box 80 and the procedure terminated in box

75

The insert procedure illustrated generally in FIG
iniplernentec in the Appendix as PASCAL-like pseudo

code- Source code suitable for compilation and execu

tion on any standard hardware and software computing

system can readily bedevised froth this pseudocode and

the flowcharts of the F1G by any person of ordinary

skill in the art

In FIG there is show detailed flowchart of

retrieve procedure which is used to retrieve record

from the data base 24 of FIG Starting in box 90 the 45

search table procedure is invoked in box 91 using the

key of the record to be retrieved as the search key In

box 92 it is determined if record with matching key

was found by the search table procedure If not box 93

is entered to report failure of the retrieve procedure and

the procedurc is terminated in box 96 if matching

record was found box 94 is entered to copy the match

ing record into buffer store for processing by the

calhng program box 95 is entered to return an indica

tion of successful retrieval and the procedure termi

nated in box 96

the pseudo-code for the retrieve procedure of FIG
is included in the Appendix Executable cock for all

common hArdware and system software arrangements

can readily be devised by those skilled in the art from 60

the flowchart and the pseudo-code

in FIG there is shown detailed flowchart of

delete procedure useful for actively removing records

from the data base 24 of FIG Starting at box 100 the

procedure of FIG first invokes the search table proce- 65

cfure of HG ih box 101 using the key of the record to

be deleted as the search key In box 102 it is determined

if the search table procedure was able to locate record

with matching key If not box 103 is entered to report

failure of the deletion procedure and the procedure is

terminated in box 106 If matching record was found

as determined by box 102 the rernavr procedure of FIG
is invoked in box lOt As noted in connection with

FIG this procedure removes the record to be deleted

and at the same time closes the search chain Box 105

is then entered to report successful deletion to the call

ing program and the procedure is terminated in box 106

to The delete procedure illustrated generally in FIG is

implemented in the Appendix as PASCAL-like pseudo-

code Source code suitable for compilation and execu

tion on any standard hardware and softwarc computing

system can readily be devised from this pseudocode and

15 the flowchart of FIG by any person of ordinary skill

in the art

The attached Appendix contains pseudocode listings

for all of the programmed functions necessary to imple

ment data base manager 23 19G operating in ac
20 cordance with the present invention These listings

follow the flowcharts of FIGS 37 and further explain

and elucidate the flowcharts Any person of ordinary

skill in the art will have no difficulty implementing

these functions in any desired program language to run

25 on any
desired computer hardware configuration

It should also be clear to those skilled in the art that

further embodiments of the present invention may be

made by those skilled in the art without departing from

the teachings of the present invention

Puoctina Provided

APPPpIs

The follovinq functions are wade snileble to ti

application proçra.a

Than tzar2rt

Returns pj15ed if record sesociet.d vita record.kev

wee found in the table end subssq-J.ntl ripiaced

Return ineene if record essortated vita rcotdkev

wee not found in the table arid tat passed record was

subsequently inserted

Petunts full if record lesocistad vita rseord.ksv was

not found in the tabl and passed record ciuld not be

inserted because load factor bee teethed ear bed_feetat

aZiins tinar4 record typst
50

Returns success if record associated wit recorfk.v Vt
fotn4 in the table and essiqned to record

5121495
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55 heturne fellure if eeercb u.s uneucceeatul

delete trecord key s.22_ist.typst

euccese if record sesociated utti record key was

found tn the tabs end subsequently deleted

Raturne leiSure it nonef nsnd

Definitis.

the followinq fore-el definitlone era required for

ep.cifyinq the inesrtion retrieval and deletion

al9nrjtha.s

enact tabir sits size cC best table e/
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eases sax load factor aJsjsaor r.znitbte table aisel
last two srqueante to are

va.r table array0 tabe un-h of record type not relevant here

bash table

vat table size
nuaber of occupied entries of

bash table array initially
Li starch table aEEtike PositioN

than bagic

10

fl position true 4yri.ble
JgotithaS for the functione deecribed stove are

dusay variable
givsn baloQ

reaction insert record record type return aucces
aced inserted full

IS

vex position table size-i

position in table to updaf or .1 morn failure
insert returned by search table

end delete

begin 20

if anEh table record4py position
theories search table ske record te tvoe

than begin

table sizeI b2san

25 search table for record key and delete expired

tabieppyjion record
expired records in target chain position is set to

return replaced index of found record or appropriate sapty cell

vex table tier-I

used for scanning chain
else Sr 2214/table size sex load factor 30

both fotvards backyards

thee begin pox cooty table sizei

loadl
index of lsftaoet eopty cell

to right of position e/

teblmpoeition record

return inserted ii rec found boolean

indicates whether search is succassul

else ratorn full
be in

ft insert
position I.Jt gev
is ret cund Miss

function ieve var record record type

ecress lc if jepption is not eepty then

45

var position table .1cc
fe position in table wbsre Acord

begin

resides returned by sen-oh table .1
position loop initishizstion

begin repeat scan foruard to end of chain

containing tabiepfljon e/

if search table record4rx position

141 end tabie size

thee begin

vtLl tablefl is eapty

_______
55

eaton success P252iYi

tks site sad table size

end

oldie Miit is not snpty dn

else return failure pecan chain in rewane

dalating expired sotrisa

and ratrieve aJ

begin

function delete s_5r pflketc
success feilure if t.ebls1 is expired

65 thee raeove ia rec found

wax jan table sire-I position

/5 posItion In als Vocre record

resides returned by ii t1P15 u/ alec if tabe1keV L5s9d ke
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WI

do brevet

call to dcl

/1 snot pot ition or aaptisd slot

repeat scan torwnrd looking for

record to till bole in chain

call to del coil to deli-i pod table nte 35

it ahitC1l to defl it napty

then begin

tablat sapty

it not Tee found then

if tos of starch rcc OS tttt

or poe apay pus of etsrch_Us

or pot eaptyc pot of starch rec

then pot eapt

retur

teds

hP alitcall_tndal4fl

eatil call to dcl

or call to dcl

or call to dalC

rahlstl st1atss1l to del
usa tabl.call to del to plu9 hol in cbsin

if tILr _iiM
cell to del

thea pot of seitch r.c

sad

I.flYS

What is claimed is

1- An information storage and retrieval system using

12

hashing techniques to provide rapid access to the re

cords of aid system and utilizing linear probing tech

nique to store records with the same hash address at

least some of said records automatically expiring said

system comprising

record search means utilizing search key to access

chain of records having the same hash address

said record search means including means for identi

fying and removing all expired ones of said records

10 from said chain of records each time said chain is

accessed and

means utilizing said record search means for insert

ing retrieving and deleting records from said sys
tem and at the same time removing all expired

ones of said records in the accessed chains of re

cords

The information storage and retrieval system ac

cording to claim further comprisIng

20
means for recursively moving record from later

position in said chain of records into the position of

one of said expired records

The information storage and retrieval system ac

cording to claim further including

25 means for counting the number of records in said

system

means responsive to said counting means for inhibit

ing the insertion of new records into said system

when the number of records in said system exceeds

30 preselected value

The information storage and retrieval system ac

cording to claim further including

means also responsive to said counting means for

re-enabling the insertion of new records into said

system when the number of records in said system

falls below said preselected value

method for storing and retrieving information

records using hashing techniques to provide rapid sc

cSsto said records and utilizing linear probinc tech-

40 nique to store records with the same hash address at

least some of said records automatically expiring said

method comprising the steps of

accessing chain or records having the same hash

address

45 identifying the automatically expired ones said

records

removing all automatically expired records from said

chain of records each time said chain is accessed

and

SO inserting retrieving or deleting one of said records

from said system following said step of removing

The method according to claim further compris

ing the step of

moving record from later position in said chain of

records into the position of one of said expired

records

The method according to claim further compris

ing the steps of

counting the number of records in said system and

inhibiting the insertion of new records into said sys

tem when the number of records in said system

rises above preselected value

The method according to claim funhar compris

ing the step of

65 re-enabling the insertion of new records into said

system when the number of records in said system

falls below said preselected value

ii

thee begin

sad

l4tabla airs sod table stte

end Phil

if not je rae round than postttun

ted then Cf

rstan ULxc found

50 search table

procedure flfl cell to del

tebla attni rat found kouleen

tar poe of search reç poe hpi9 table sizel

/0 palate sts150 0.1

VeX t.blaeirsl
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automatically removes expired record contamination in
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useful for large data bases which are heavily used and

which require the fast access proviC.1 by ashing
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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR
INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL

UTILIZING HASHING TECHNiQUES

This application is continuation of application 5cr

No 07/151639 filed Feb 1988 now abandoned

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention relates to information storage and

retrieval systems and more particularly to the use of

bashing techniques in such systems

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Information or data stored in computer-controlled 15

storage mechanism can be retrieved by searching for

particular key in the stored records The stored record

with key matching the search key is then retrieved

Such searching techniques require repeated accesses or

probes into the storage mechanism to perform key com- 20

parisons In large storage and retrieval systems such

searching even if augmented by efficient search algo

rithms such as binary search often requires an exces

sive amount of time

Another well-known and much faster method for 25

storing and retrieving information from computer store

involves the use of so-called hashing techniques

These techniques are also sometimes called scatter-stor

age or key-transformation techniques in system using

hashing the key is operated upon by hashing func- 30

tion to produe storage address in the storage space

called the hash table This storage address is then used

to access the desired storage location directly with

fewer storage accesses or probes than sequential or

binary searches Hashing techniques are described in 35

the classic text by Knuth entitled The Art of Com
puter Programming Volume Sorting and Searching

pp 506-549 Addison-Wesley Reading Mass 1973

Hashing functions are designed to translate the uni

verse of keys into addresses uniformly distributed 40

throughout the hash table Typical hashing operations

include truncation folding transposition and modulo

arithmetic disadvantage of hashing techniques is that

more than one key can translate into the same storage

address causitg collisions in storage or retrieval 45

operations Some form of collision-resolution strategy

sometimes called rehashing must therefore be pro
vided For-example the simple strategy of searching

forward from the initial storage address to the first

empty storage location will resolve the collision This 50

latter technique is called tinear probing If the hash table

is considered to be circular so that addresses beyond the

end of the table map hack to the beginning of the table

then the linear probing is done with open addressing

ie with the entire hash table as overflow space in the 55

event that collision occurs

Some forms of data records have limited lifetime

after which they become obsolete Scheduling activi

ties for example involves records which become obso

lete after the scheduled activity has occurred Such 60

record storage locations cannot be simply emptied since

this location may be link in chain of locations previ

ously created during collision-resolution procedure

The classic solution to this problem is to mark the re

cord as deleted rather than as empty and to leave 65

the record in place In time however the storage space

can become contaminated by an excessive number of

deleted or obsolete storage locations that mutt be

searched to locate desired records With the passage of

time such storage contamination can reduce the perfor

mance of retrieval operations below acceptable levels

Problems of this type are discussed in considerable

detail in Data Structures and Program Design by It

Kruse Prentice-Hall Englewo.od Cliffs N.J 1984 pp
112126 and Dow Structures with Abstract Data Types

and PASCAL by Stubbs and Webre

Brooks/Cole Publishing Monterey Calif 1985 pp
to 310336

In the prior art such storage space contamination

was avoided by deletion procedures that eliminated

deleted records by replacing the deleted record with

another record in the collision-resolution chain of re

cords and thus close the chain without leaving any

deleted records- One such procedure is shown in the

aforementioned text by Knuth at page 527 Unfortu

nately such non-cont.arninating procedures due to the

necessity for successive probes into the storage space

take so much time that they can be used only when the

data base is off line and hence not available for access

ing

The problem then is to provide the speed of access

of hashing techniques for large and heavily used infor

mation storage systems having expiring data and at the

same time prevent the large-scale contamination which

normally results from expired records in such large and

heavily used systems

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the illustrative embodiment of the

invention these and other problems are overcome by

using garbage collection procedure on the fly while

other types of access to the storage space are taking

place In particular during normal data insertion or

retrieval probes into the data store the expired obsolete

records are identified and removed in the neighborhood

of the probe Specifically expired or obsolete records in

the collision-resolution chain including the record to be

accessed are removed as pan of the normal retrieval

procedure

This incremental garbage collection technique has

the decided advantage of automatically eliminating

contamination caused by obsolete or expired records

without requiring that the data base be taken off-line for

such garbage collection This is particularly important

for data bases requiring rapid access and continuous

availability to the user population

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

complete understanding of the present invention

may be gained by considering the following detailed

description in conjunction with the accompanying

drawing in which

FIG shows general block diagram of computer

system hardware arrangement inwhich the information

storage and retrieval system of the present invention

might be implemented

FIG shows general ock diagram of computer

system software arrangement in which the infortttation

storage and retrieval system of the present invention

might find use

FIG shows general flow chart for table searching

operation which might be used in hashed storage

system in accordance with the present invention

FIG shows general flow chart for garbage

collecting remove procedure which forms part of the

table searching operation of F1G

5121495
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FIG shows general flow chart for record inser

tion operations which might be used in hashed storage

system in accordance with the present invention

FIG shows general flow chart for record re

trieval operation for use in hashed storage system in

accordance with the present invention and

FIG shows general flow chart for record dele

tion operation which might be used in the hashed stor

age system in accordance with the present inventiOn

To facilitate reader understanding identical refer

ence numerals are used to designate elements common

to the figures

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Relerri.ng more particularly to FIG of the draw- 15

ings there is shown general block diagram of com
puter hardware system comprising Central Processing

Unit CPU It and Random Access Memory RAM
unit 11 Computer programs stored in the RAM 11 are

accessed by CPU 10 and executed one instruction at 20

time by CPU 10 Data stored in other portions of

RAM II are operated upon by the program instruc

tions accessed by CPU 10 from RAM II all in accor

dance with well-known data processing techniques

Central Processing Unit CPU 10 also controls and 25

accesses disk controller unit 12 which in turn ac
cesses digital data stored on one or more disk storage

units such as disk storage unit 13 In normal operation

programs and data are stored on disk storage unit 13

until required by CPU 10 At this time such programs 30

and data are retrieved from disk storage unit 13 in

blocks and stored in RAM 11 for rapid access

Central Processing Unit CPU 10 also controls an
Input-Output 10 controller 14 which in turn pro
vides access to plurality of input devices such as CRT 35

cathode ray tube terminal 15 as well as plurality of

output devices such as printer 16 Terminal 15 provides

mechanism for computer operator to introduce in

structions and commands into the computer system of

FIG and may be supplemented with other input 40

devices such as card and tape readers remotely located

terminals optical readers and other types of input de
vices Similarly printer 16 provides mechsnism for

displaying the results of the operation of the computer

system of FIG for the computer user Printer 16 may 45

similarly be supplemented by line printers cathode ray

tube displays phototypesetters graphical plotters and

other types of output devices

-The constituents of thecomputer system of FIG
and their cooperative operation are well-known in the 50

art and are typical of all computer systems from small

personal computers to large main frame systems The

architecture and operation of such systems are well-

known and since they form no paz-s
of the present in

vention will not be further described here 55

In FIG there is shown graphical representation of

typical software architecture for computer system
such as that shown in FIG The software of FIG
comprises an access ircchanism 20 which for simple

personal computers may comprise no more than turn- 60

ing the system on In larger systems providing service

to larger number of users login and password proce
dures would typically be implemented in access mecha

niszn 20 Once access mechanism 20 has completed the

login procedure the user is placed in the operating 65

system environment 21 Operating system 21 coordi

nates the activities of all of the hardware components of

the computer system shown in FiG and provides

number of utility programs 22 of general use to the

computer user Utilities 22 might for example comprise
assemblers and compilers mathematical routines basic

file handling routines and system maintenance facilities

Many computer software systems also include data

base manager program 23 which controls access to the

data records in data base 2-4 Data base 24 may for

example reside on disk storage unit or units such as

disk storage unit 13 of FIG User application pro
to grams such as application program 25 then use the data

base manager program 23 to access data base records in

data base 2.4 for adding deleting and modifying data

records It is the efficient realization of data base man
ager such as data base manager program

23 in FIG to

which the present invention is directed

Before proceeding to description of one embodi

ment of the present invention it is first useful to discuss

hashing techniques in general Hashing techniques have

been used classically for very fast access to static short

term data such as compiler symbol table Typically in

such storage tables deletions are infrequent and the

need for the storage table disappears quickly

In some common types of data storage systems data

records become obsolete merely by the passage of time

or by the occurrence of some event If such expired

lapsed or obsolete records are not removed from the

storage table they will in time seriously degrade or

contaminate the performance of the retrieval system

Contamination arises because of the ever-increasing

need to search longer and longer chains of record loca

tions many of which are expired to reach desired

location

More particularly hash table can be described as

logically contiguous circular list of consecutively num
bered fixed-sized storage units called cells each capa
ble of storing single item called record Each record

contains distinguishing field called the key which is

used as the basis for storing and retrieving the associ

ated record The keys throughout the hash table data

base are distinct and unique for each record Hashing

functions which associate keys with storage addresses

are usually not one-to-one in that they map many dis

tinct keys into the same location

To store new record cell number is generated by

invoking the hashing function on the key for the new

record If this cell location is not occupied the new

record is stored there If this cell location is occupied

collision has occurred and the new record must be

stored elsewhere in an overflow ares using an appro

priate collision-resolution technique common colli

sion-resolution strategy which will be described here is

known as linear probing under open addressing Open

addressing means that the overflow area is the entire

hash table itseli Linear probing indicates sequential

scanning of cells beginning with the next cell recalling

that the storage table is viewed cu-c.ularly The collision

is resolved by storing the record in the first unoccupied

cell found

To retrieve record the key is hashed to generate

cell location If the record is not there the keys do not

match searching continues following the sane for

ward path as record storage An empv cell terminates

the retrieval procedure which has then failed to fmd

the record to be retrieved

In FIG there is shown flowchart of search table

procedure for searching the hash table preparatory to

inserting retrieving or deleting record The hash table

may for example comprise the data base 24 of FIG

5121495
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and the search table procedure of FIG comprise record to be removed in forward direction searching

pot-non
of the data base manager 23 of FIG- Starting for record whose key hashes at or behind the cell to be

in box 30 of the search table procedure of FIG the removed When such record is found it is copied to

search key of the record being searched for is hashed in the cell of the record to be removed- The copied record

box 31 to provide the address of cell In box 32 the is then taken as the record to be removed and the
pro-

empty cell just past the end of the search chain of non- cess is continued until the end of the search chain is

empty cells is located i.e the first succeeding unoccu- reached- In box 54 the final copied record is marked

pied cell is found In box 33 the procedure moves one
empty prior to teminating the procedure The remove

cell backward from the current cell position now at the procedure of FIG might comprise ponion of the

end of the chain- Decision box 34 examines the cell to 10 data base manager program 23 of FIG
determine whether the cell is empty or not If the cell

Starting at starting box 50 of FIG- the procedure is

tested in decision box 34 is empty decision box 35 i5 entered with the location of cell to be removed which
catered to determine if key match was previously is called the base cell Initially box 51 is entered where

found in decision box 41 as will be described below If the load count in the table is adjusted to reflect the

so the search is successful and returns success in box 36 15
removal of one record The load of course is the num

a.nd terminates in terminal box 39 if not box 31 is en- her of occupied cells As previously noted the value of
tered where the location of the empty cell is saved for this load can be used to disable the insertion of new
possible record insertion In box 38 failure is returned

records until the load has reached low enough value
since an empty cell was found before cell with

to permit efficient searching In box 52 the procedure
matching key The procedure again terminates in box 20

of FIG advances to the next cell in the chain beyond
39

the base cell In decision box 53 this cell is tested to see
If the cell tested in decision box 34 is not empty

if is empty If it is empty the end of the chain has been
decision box 40 is entered to determine if the record in

reached and box 54 is entered to mark the base cell as
that cell has expired This is determined by comparing

some portion of the contents of the record to some 25
empty Decision box 55 is then entered to determine if

external condition timestamp in the record for cx-
record was found by the search table procedure which

matched the search key and if so the procedure is

ample could be compared with the time-of-day Alter

natively the occurrence of an event can be compared
termtnatçd in terminal box 56 If matching record was

with field identifying that event in the record In any
not found decision box 57 is entered to determine if the

event if the record has not expired decision box 41 is 30
base cell is ahead of the hash location of the search key

entered to determine if the key in this record matches
if not the procedure is terminated in box 56 If the base

the search key If it does the cell location is saved in
cell does hash ahead of the search record then the base

box 42 and the procedure returns to box 33 If the rŁ-
cell can be used for storing new record ix- box 58 the

cord key does not match the search key the procedure
locatton of this empty cell is therefore saved as possi

returns directly to box 33
ble insertion site

If decision box 4-0 determines that the record has Returntng to box 53 if the next cell is not empty box

expired box 43 is entered to perform non-contaminat-
59 is entered to determine if th record in thts cell

i.ng deletion of the expired record as will be described
hashes ahead of the base cell If sc boa 52 is re-entered

in connection with FIG in general the procedure of
to advance to the next cell in thechain If this iext cell

box 43 FIG operates to move record further
hashes at or behind the base cell however box 6tt is

toward the end of the chain into the position of the
entered to copy the contents of this next ceP to the base

record which has expired thereby removing the cx- cell thereby obliterating removing the base cell con

pired record and at the same time closing the search tents Box 61 is then entered to test if the search table

procedure found matching record If no box 52 is

It can be seen that the search table procedure of FIG 45
re-entered to advance to the next cell if matching

operates to examine the entire chain of records of record was found decision box 62 ir er.tered to test if

which the searched-for record is part and to delete the matching record is the base eel record if not box

expired records by chain-filling rather than by marking
52 is re-entered to advance to the next cell If the masch

such records as deleted In this way contamination of ing record is the base cell however box 63 is entered

she storage space by expired records is removed in the so store the location of the former base cell as the position

vicinity of each new table search If contamination of the matching record and then box 52 ix re-catered to

becomes too large even with such automatic garbage
advance to the next cell in the search chain

collection then the insertion of new records can be Is can be seen that the proceture of FIG operates

inhibited until she search table procedure has had to examine the entire search chain and to move records

chance to remove sufficient number of expired re- from later positions in the chain to vacated positions in

cords to render the operation of the system sufficiently
the chain such that the chain is entirely closed at the end

efficient of the procedure That is no empty cells are left to

The search table procedure illustrated generally in erroneously break up search chain As noted in con

FiG is implemented in the Appendix as PASCAL- nection wish FIG expired records are subjected to

like pseudocode Source code suitable for compilation the remove procedure of FIG As will be noted in

and execution on any standard hardware and software connection with FIG records to be deleted from the

computing system can readily be devised from this data base are also subjected to the remove procedure of

pseudocode and the flowcharts of the figures by any FIG

person of ordinary skill in the art The remove procedure illustrated generally in FIG
In FIG there is shown flowchart of remove 65 is implemented in the Appendix as PASCAL-like

procedure which removes records from the database pseudocode Source code suitable for compilation and

either records to be deleted or expired records in gen-
execution on any standard hardware and software com

era this is accomplished by traversing the chain of the puting system can readily be devised from this pseudo-
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code and the flowchart of FIG by any person of

ordinary skill in the art

In FIG there is shown detailed flowchart of an

insert procedure suitable for use in the information stor

age and retrieval system of the present invention The

insert procedure of FIG begins as starting box 70

from which box 71 is entered In box 71 the search table

procedure of FIG is invoked with the search key of

the record to be inserted As noted in connection with

FIG the search table procedure locates the target cell

location and if part of search chain removes all ex

pired cells from that search chain Decision box 72 is

then entered where it is determined whether or not the

search table procedure found record with matching

key If so box 73 is entered where the record to be

inserted in put into the storage table in the position of

the old record with matching key In box 74 the insert

procedure reports that the old record has been replaced

by the new record and the procedure is terminated in

terminal box 75

Returning to decision box 72 if matching record is

not found decision box 76 is entered so determine if the

table load is below preselected threshold typically

about 75% of the table capacity If the load is not

below the threshold the storage table is too full to be

access efficiently and box 77 is entered to report that

the the table is full and the record cannot be inserted

The procedure then terminates in terminal box 75 If the

load is below the threshold box 78 is entered where the

record to be inserted is placed in the empty cell position 30

found by the search table procedure In box 79 the load

is adjusted to reflect the addition of one record to the

storage tablc the procedure repons that the record was

inserted in box 80 and the procedure terminated in box

75

with matching key If not box 103 is entered to report

failure of the deletion procedure and the procedure is

terminated in boa 106 If matching record was found

as determined by box 102 the remove procedure of FIG
is invoked in box 104 As noted in connection with

FIG this procedure removes the record to be deleted

and at the same time closes the search chain Box 105

is then entered to report successful deletion to the call

ing program and the procedure is terminated in box 106

10 The delete procedure illustrated generally in FIG is

implemented in the Appendix as PASCAL-like pseudo-

code Source code suitable for compilation and execu

tion on any standard hardware and software computing

system can readily be devised from this pseudocode and

15 the flowchart of FIG by any person of ordinary skill

in the art

The attached Appendix contains pseudocode listings

for all of the programmed functions necessary to imple

ment data base manager 23 FIG operating in ac
20 cordance with the present invention These listings

follow the flowcharts of FIGS 37 and further explain

and elucidate the flowcharts Any person of ordinary

skill in the art will have no difficulty implementing

these functions in any desired program language to run

25 on any desired computer hardware conltguration

It should also be clear to those skilled in the an that

further embodiments of the present invention may be

made by those skilled in the an without departing from

the teachings of the present invention

Function Protided

APPENDIX

35 The tollo.tinq functione are cede a-silable to the

application proqc-ea

inenrt recur record type

The insert procedure illustrated generally in FIG it

implementert in the Appendix as PASCAL-like pseudo-

code- Source code suitable for compilation and execu

tion on any standard hardware and software computing

system can readily be devised from this pseudocode and

the flowcharts of the FIG by any person of ordinary

skill in the an
In FIG there is show detailed flowchart of

retrieve procedure which is used to retrieve record

from the data base 24 of FIG Starting in box 90 the 45

search table procedure is invoked in box 91 using the

key of the record to be retrieved as the search key In

box 92 it is determined if record with matching key

was found by the search table procedure If not box 93

is entered to report failure of the retrieve procedure and

the procedure is terminated in box 96 If matching

record was found box 94 is entered to copy the match

ing record into buffer store for processing by the

calling program box 95 is entered to return an indica

tion of successful retrieval and the procedure terni

nated in box 96

The pseudocode for the retrieve procedure of FIG
is included in the Appendix Executable codc for all

common hardware and system software arrangements

can readily be devised by those skilled in the art from 60

the flowchan and the pseudo-code

In FIG there is shown dctailed flowchart of

delete procedure useful for actively removing records tmne
from the data base 24 of FiG Starting at box 100 the

procedure of FIG first invokes the search table proce- 65

dure of FIG in box 101 using the key of the record to

be deleted as the search key In box 102 it is dcten-nined

if the search table procedure was able to locate record

Petusnn it record aeecciat.-d itch .22-n
40 as round in the table and eubaeq-aantl replaced

P.turne ineerce4 it record associated tite rccordktv

ice nut found in the table and the passed record ice

subsequently Sneer-ted

Perur-na ruts Sr record associated virji r.cord.Sev wee

not dound in th tabs and passed recurt c-uld not be

Ineerted because load factor tin reached carload factor

retricuc record record type
50

Returns suets it record associated itt record.k.e its

found in the table tcd aeejqnd to recora

aetur-na failun it search wan unsuccessful

delete record key flsertksntypa

astor-na eucesee it record eeeocjatd itth record hew wee

found in the table sod eubesquently deleted

5.turne aSsure it none-found

The toliovinq rare-el dstthttjon are required for

ap-acityinq the insertion ratrieva5 and deletion

alyorithea

octet table etc sloe or hash table 5/
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duany v.rable table_flee-I

lest two argente to fl9s are

not relevant here

10

15

t2 pp443n true dueey variable

pieble
return success

end

20

reaction search table record key record tnt type

tat position -- table citei biolean

25 starch table for record key and delete expired

expired records in target chain position is set to

index of found record or appropriate eapty call 0/

tar table citei

used for ecanning chain
30

both foe-warts backwards Cf

EE.sfl2t -- table dIei
/5 index of leftooat topty cell

to right of position

35

is rec found booleat

indicates whether $aercb is auccensui 5/

enact ceo Joad factor pie load factor

tar table aflayC 1LLlttl1 af SILt
been table

tar L24 table siteI

nuxher of occupied entries of

bach table array initially

.igaritbas

Algnrithi.a for the functiona described above are

qioan balow

mactins 4pflfl n-cord record tyoe

replaced innerted full

Tar position table aixel

/5 position in table to update or

insect returned by tJghtablel 5/

if search table recordfl pottion

tb-n begin

tahleposition record

rattan replaced

COd

elsa if g4Jtable site xa load factor

than bagin

load loadi

tablepnsitiOn record

return inserted

cod

ejae ratorl

fonctiot retrieve var record irggdtoe
success failure

tsr Eajton table aitet

position in table whsra record

resides returned by seerci33i

if search table reccrdpj position

ttao begin

racord taHe
return aucceas

eisa return failure

and retrieve 5/

function delete s_e recsrdy_xps

success failure

ear poattion table eizei

position in 2kS whore record

resides returned by jycr cable

40

45

50

55

60

65

posirion loop initieliration 5/

repast scan forward to and of chain

containing tableipositiOn

11 od table sice

until table1 is aopty

1latebie cite sod table site

while table ie not Optyl do

/aecan chain in reset-se

daleting expired entrie

if table ie expired

thea mauve foUnd

position pp25

else if tableikeY
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position

What is claimed is

An information storage and retrieval system using

nod

ad L5i.5

12

hashing techniques to provide rapid access to the re
cords of said system and utilizing linear probing tech

nique to store records with the same hash address at

least some of said records automatically expiring said

system compnsing

record search means utilizing search key to access

chain of records having the same hash address

said record search means including means for identi

fying and removing all expired ones of said records
10 from said chain of records each time said chain is

accessed and

means utilizing said record search means for insert-

log retrieving and deleting records from said sys

15

tem and at the same time removing all expired

ones of said records in the accessed chains of re

cords

The information storage and retrieval system ac

cording to claim further comprising

20 means for recursively moving record from later

position in said chain of records into the position of

one of said expired records

The information storage and retrieval system ac

cording to claim further including

means for counting the number of records in said

system

means responsive to said counting means for inhibit-

ing the insertion of new records into said system

when the number of records in said system exceeds

30 preselected value

The information storage and retrieval system ac

cording to claim further including

means also responsive to said counting means for

re-enabling the insertion of nev records into said

system when the number of records in said system

falls below said preselected value

method for storing and retrieving information

records using hashing techniques to provide rapid ac

cess to said rccords and utilizing linear probin tech-

40 nique to store records with the same hash address at

least some of said records automatically expiring said

method comprising the steps of

accessing chain or records having the same hash

address

45 identifying the automatically expired ones -o said

records

removing all automatically expired records from said

chain of records each time said chain is accessed

and

50
inserting retrieving or deleting one of said records

from said system following said step of removing

The method according to claim further compris

ing the step of

moving record from later position in said chain of

records into the position of one of said expired

records

The method according to claim further compris

ing the steps of

counting the number of records in said system and

inhibiting the insertion of new records into said sys

tem when the number of records in said system

rises above preselected value

The method according to claim furthzr compris

ing the step of

65
re-enabling the insertion of new records into said

system when the number of records in said system

falls below said preselected value

ratora tin found

tad

11

Sb. begia

and

t1lbl sir and table site

sad /5 ebils

if ant in rae found than position

.sd thna

parch cabin

pr.cadutn 3Piis n-il to
tabs ninai rat found booi.an

wa-c nas .a.safl..z po apt table sinn-1

tMi.t tablflc.lJ to dull

Tax table sitsi

begis

Os for.v.r

tao poaition of aeptied plot

rapeat acan foxvas-d looking for

r.cord t.o fill bolt in thom

ccli to del tcall to deli-i pod table ails 35

if saistceil 10 dcl in opty
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e.pty

if ant $n roe found than

St pon or aaarch ret

Os ti efl pogo north Tat

or tpos anpty pus of search ret
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Serial Number 08/775864

Art Unit 2771

Part Ill DETAILED ACTION

Claims 1-8 are pending in this application

Drawings

This application has been filed with informal drawings which are acceptable for

examination purposes only Formal drawings will be required when the application is

allowed

Double Patenting

The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on judicially created

doctrine grounded in public policy policy reflected in the statute so as to prevent the

unjustified or improper timewise extension of the right to exclude granted by patent

and to prevent possible harassment by multiple assignees See In re Goodman 11

F3d 1046 29 USPQ2d 2010 Fed Cir 1993 In re Long 759 F.2d 887 225

USPQ 645 Fed Cir 1985 In re Van Ornum 686 F.2d 937 214 USPQ 761 CCPA
1982 In re Vogel 422 F.2d 438 164 USPO 619 CCPA 1970 In re Thoringion

418 F.2d 528 163 USPQ 644 CCPA 1969
timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR .321 may be

used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on nonstatutory double

patenting ground provided the conflicting application or patent is shown to be

commonly owned with this application See 37 CFR 1.130b
Effective January 1994 registered attorney or agent of record may sign

terminal disclaimer terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply

with 37 CFR 373b

Claims 1-4 are rejected under the judicially created doctrine of double patenting

over claim of Patent No 5121495 issued to Nemes hereinafter 495 since
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Art Unit 2771

the claims if allowed would improperly extend the right to exclude already granted in

the patent

The subject matter claimed in the instant application is fully disclosed in the

patent and is covered by the patent since the patent and the application are claiming

common subject matter as follows

The retrieval system as claimed in Claim of the 495 patent is directed to an

apparatus and method for information storage and retrieval wherein the memory

addresses are hashed by using chain of records having same hash address see

claim col 12 line 7-8 and wherein the step of removing the expired records is also

included

The chain of records is equivalent to linked list of pointers/addresses of

records as claimed and the chaining is equivalent to being linked

As to claims and The 495 patent does not recite the term linked list and

instead recites chain of records

It would have been obvious to person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to use linked list of records because chain of records

generates linked list

As to claims and The 495 patent does not recite the removal based on the

determination of maximum number of expired records
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It would have been obvious to person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to group number of records and thus to predetermine the

maximum number in the group to facilitate an efficient processing of records and to

reduce the system overhead by avoiding expensive I/O operations based on the

number of records in the grouping The number of records in group determines the

bytes of memory required in the group

Claims 5-8 are rejected under the judicially created doctrine of double patenting

over claims and of Patent No 5287499 issued to Nemes hereinafter 499

since the claims if allowed would improperly extend the right.to exclude already

granted in the patent

The subject matter claimed in the instant application is fully disclosed in the

patent and is covered by the patent since the patent and the application are claiming

common subject matter as follows

The retrieval system as claimed in Claims and of the 499 patent is directed

to an apparatus and method for information storage and retrieval wherein the memory

addresses are hashed by using chain of records having same hash address the

chaining of records is external see claim col 17 line

The external chaining of records is equivalent to linked list of

pointers/addresses of records as claimed and the chaining is equivalent to being

linked
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As to claims and The 499 patent does not recite the term linked list and

instead recites external chaining and further does not recite the terms insert retrieve

or delete instead recites storing see claim col 18

It would have been obvious to person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to use linked list of records because chain of records chained

by an external chaining generates linked list

As to claims and The 499 patent does not recite maximum number of

records instead recite threshold

It would have been obvious to person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to group number of records for determining the threshold and

thus to predetermine the maximum number for the threshold to facilitate an efficient

processing of records and to reduce the system overhead by avoiding expensive I/O

operations based on the number of records associated with the threshold The number

of records associated with the threshold determines the bytes of memory required for

the threshold

Furthermore there is no apparent reason why applicant was prevented from

presenting claims corresponding to those of the instant application during prosecution

of the application which matured into patent See In re Schneller 397 F.2d 350 158

USPQ 210 CCPA 1968 See also MPEP 804
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Claim Rejections -35 usc 5103

The following is quotation of 35 U.S.C 103a which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action

patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made

Claims 1-8 are rejected under 35 U.S.C 103 as being unpatentable over U.S

Patent No 5287499 issued to Nemes 499 in view of U.S Patent No 5202981

issued to Shackelford Schackelford

10 With respect to claims 1-8 Nemes teaches everything that is claimed col line

60-64 col line 49-51 499 reference except that it does not explicitly indicate the

determination of threshold as being the maximum number of records

Schackelford teaches the maximum number of pointers to records wherein the

records are linked in bidirectional linked list col line 61 through col line

It would have been obvious to person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to determine the maximum number of records to make the best use

of the memory space available to user and thus to reduce the system overhead col

lines 1-2 Schackelford

11 The above reasoning does not discuss the linked list and the step of removing

the records it rather addresses the issue of determining the maximum number of
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records For the limitations directed to the linked lists and the step of removing the

Applicant is requested to refer to the Obvious Double Patenting rejection set forth

hereinabove where they have been discussed in details

Contact In formation

12 Direct inquiries concerning this communication should be directed to Hosain

Alam whose telephone number is 703 308-6662 The examiner can normally be

riached on Monday Thursday from 800 AM to 430 PM

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful the examiners

supervisor Thomas Black can be reached on 703305-9707

Any response to this action should be mailed to

Commissionerof Patents and Trademarks

Washington D.C 20231

or faxed to

703 308-9051 for formal communications intended for entry

Or

703 305-9724 or 703 308-6606 for informal or draft communications please

label PROPOSED or DRAFT

Hand-delivered responses should be brought to Crystal Park II 2121 Crystal

Drive Arlington VA Sixth Floor Receptionist
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Inquiries of general nature or relating to the status of this application should be

directed to the Group receptionist whose telephone number is 703 305-9600

HA

April 14 1998
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REMINDER

Drawing changes may also require changes in the specification

e.g if Fig is changed to Fig IA Fig IB Fig IC etc the

specification at the Brief Description of the Drawings must

likewise be changed Please make such changes by 37 CFR 1.312

Amendment at the time of submitting drawing changes

INFORMATION ON HOW TO EFFECT DRAWING CHANGES

Correction of Inforrnalities--37 CFR 1.85

File new drawings with the changes incorporated therein The application numher or the title of the

invention inventors name docket number if any and the name and telephone number of person

to call if the Office is unable to match the drawings to the propcr application should be placed on the

back of each sheet of drawings in accordance with 37 CFR 1.84c Applicant may delay filing
of the

new drawings until receipt of the Notice of Allowability PTOL-37 Extensions of time may be

obtained under the provisions of 37 CFR 1136 The drawing should be filed as separate paper with
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Timing of Corrections
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statutory period set in the Notice of Allowability PTOL-37 If correction is determined to be

unacceptable by the Offce applicant must arrange to have acceptable correction resubmitted within
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extension fee Therefore applicant should file corrected drawings as soon as possible

Failure to take corrective action within set or extended period will result in ABANDONMENT of

the Application

Conections other than Infonnalities Noted by the Drawing Review linmnth on the Form flO 94S

All changes to the drewings other than informalities noted by the Drawing Review Branch MUST
be approved by the examiner before the application will be allowed No changes will be permitted

to be made other than correction of informalities unless the examiner has approved the proposed

changes
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